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THIS HAPPY CLIENT COULD BE YOU!
This is to serve as a testimonial regarding
our home building experience with the Carrell Group. From the beginning, the entire
experience has been one of complete satisfaction. This was our fourth time building a
home, and this was by far the most satisfying
experience. The quality of the workmanship,
the attention to detail and excellent communications made for a positive, collaborative
environment throughout the entire building
process. Most importantly has been the
commitment to excellence demonstrated in
the timely follow up to any issues that have
come up since the close. I commend the
entire group at Carrell for their professionalism and for a beautiful home.
Jeff and Patti Elsen,
Ocean Ridge Plantation, 2013

When we decided we wanted a custom home
built, we went through the design process with
several builders. We selected the Carrell Group
because they provided timely responses, experience, patience, and overall excellent service. We could not be more thrilled with the way
our home turned out. Our building partner
worked with us throughout the process to make
selections, provide progress updates, and handle
changes that came up along the way. They have
always been professional, courteous, and accommodating. They took our vision and turned
it into our own little oasis. Overall, we are extremely pleased with the Carrell Group's performance and would not hesitate to recommend
them to those considering building a custom
home.
Joe and Lori Stewart, Sago Plantation, 2013

My experience with house building has been
variable. This was not my experience with
Carrell Group when I contracted to build
my dream home (third house I built and
hopefully the last one). The best part of my
experience with Carrell Group was, we
became part of the family. We were new in
town and we already feel we have a group
of new friends all the way from management
to employees on the home site. They always
showed that they care about us. We are
happy with their work and the quality of the
product. The final product was excellent.
Giving me a house that went over my
expectations, because they care and they
are proud of what they do. Thank you for a
great job.
Ken, Aly, Joshua and Ariana
Santiago Family, Grande Dunes, 2013

See our website for many more homeowner testimonials and photos!
www.carrellgroup.com ~ www.granddesignsmb.com

Bruce Carrell Talks Lessons Learned in Hurricane-Smart Construction
I was building along the Grand Strand during the infamous days of Hurricane Hugo (September 1989).
That storm ravaged our coastline and many homes in its path. It wasn’t just the oceanfront homes that
took a beating. In fact, many homes as far inland as Charlotte, NC suffered devastating impacts of the
high winds and residual storm forces. Since that period, I have taken it upon myself to learn the
strongest ways to build homes, no matter what our client’s price point. If our client is building a less
expensive home, I still make sure that our roof tie downs, strapping, and other sound measures are taken
to ensure the best structural integrity possible. In fact, in North Carolina, we go a step beyond most
Bruce A. Carrell
builders and have our floorplans professionally engineered and stamped by a licensed structural
President
engineer. Very few builders in North Carolina are taking this extra step. Though it’s not required by
code, we believe it is sound protection for our clients and the structural integrity of their coastal home.
For our clients building more expensive homes, or even clients in a moderate price point, we often show them ways to make ICF
or FORTIFIED construction a financially feasible option for them. As a builder of nearly 100 ICF homes and nearly 20
“FORTIFIED” structures, we are one of the few builders with enough Hurricane-smart building experience to both inform our
clients and properly plan for worst case scenarios in the construction of their homes.
After building over 800 homes in 26 years along the Carolina coast, I haven’t had one of those homes suffer major structural
damage due to a Hurricane (knock on wood!). Though I realize a lot of luck is involved in that statistic, I also don’t take precaution lightly. I personally continue to research all of the latest Hurricane smart building codes and technologies available,
because I believe it’s my duty as a Builder along the Carolina Coast..

-Bruce

Update on Previous Prices per SF Article and OUR CHALLENGE TO YOU:
OUR CHALLENGE TO YOU: If you believe you are being offered a better deal than ours (many times clients already feel we are the
best deal) from another Builder on new construction, we do not need to know a competitor’s price; you can keep that private. ALL we
ask is that you give us to chance to MATCH the specifications and size of the other Proposal to see where we come out. 99% of the time
in this scenario (we’ve shown this to clients often), we end up being lower priced, sometimes FAR lower priced than other Builders
(many times thousands of dollars!). We can easily highlight the unknowns, “gotchas,” or lower grade specs in other proposals to ensure
you are getting the best value for your investment. Once those nuances are sorted out, it’s always about the specifications and small
print. WE ARE CONFIDENT WE WILL BE EQUAL OR LOWER PRICED IN ALL OF THESE COMPARISONS.
In the last few newsletters, we have been very open and honest about all prices proposed and contracted with our clients over the last 1-2
years. We have received GREAT feedback from this “open book” discussion, so we’ve simply updated our spreadsheet below. Many of
these homes are contracted prices with recent clients. As you can see, “prices per sf,” are quite varied. The reason is very simple: “prices
per sf” are not a good measuring stick for the value of house you are getting. The same size house can be $100,000 + different because
of various included features. Instead, it is VERY important to understand ALL the details often missing or vague in “prices per sf” that
seem too good to be true, or seem largely different amongst several Builders. As Bruce Carrell has said for 26 years, “no Builder has a
magic ‘silver bullet’ in building less expensive houses.” However, some builders know how to leave out important details or minimize
certain specifications to achieve ostensibly lower pricing. The “Devil Is in the Details,” could not be more true in homebuilding, with
literally hundreds of specifications that often go unmentioned in vague Builder proposals. Please read our thorough articles in our last
two newsletters (Fall and Spring 2012) on our website: http://carrellgroup.com/category/newsletter. This will give you a lot of
important information as you evaluate Builders and Proposals on your home.
See the chart!

Carrell Group selected as FEATURE BUILDER
for 30 Minute Televised Special:
As a result of being one of the busiest, longest running custom builders along the
Carolina Coast, Carrell Group was featured on Carolina Real Estate’s special,
“Carolina Living.” Visit our website www.carrellgroup.com and watch Bruce and
Sonya discuss the local building industry, FORTIFIED construction, and much
more! During this 30 minute broadcast, they also discuss histories of Carrell Group
and Grand Designs. Other topics addressed in the show include growing trends in
the North and South Carolina new construction industry, including Hurricane
smart building, trends in floor plans and design, and more. This television show,
broadcast on WPDE TV 15 and CW21, was filmed in Carrell Group’s national award
winning model home, the “San Pietro” in Grande Dunes (Myrtle Beach, SC).

Building Costs Rising; Build Now Before Interest Rates Rise Too
For the first time in over 5 years, we can definitively say that building costs are increasing. In the past
6-12 months, we’ve seen our costs for material and labor increase between 5 and 10%, across the board.
Part of the cost increase was material, caused by many factors including lumber demands and fuel cost
fluctuations. On the labor side, the fact is simply that all workers along the Carolina coast are much
busier now than they were 2 to 4 years ago. Therefore, they’re charging more. We have not seen any
let up in this demand for new construction, which makes us believe that prices are not decreasing any
time soon. It is our belief that we are on the upside of the curve again, but still near the bottom in Grant DuBose
terms of historic building costs. We also still see great interest rates offered by banks on construction Vice President
loans. Though we in no way claim to be Fortune Tellers, we can only guess that interest rates will
eventually rise. We also do not see costs decreasing anytime soon. Therefore, we still see a perfect window for buyers to BUILD
NOW. Are we biased? Sure. But, we said the same thing to clients two years ago and those clients who decided to build
capitalized on the absolute lowest costs the market had ever seen for materials and labor. We’re not far from those “great deals”
of 2009-2012, but they could be ending sooner than later.

-Grant

Recent Prices Per Square Foot Quoted in Various Neighborhoods
(Recent proposal pricing range from $105 per heated SF to $255 per heated SF)

Carrell’s Hottest Selling Homes with Clients Right Now!
Narrow Lot/Low Price Per SF plans (Coastal Cottage Style):
Plans priced b/w $105 to $125 per heated sf in WaterBridge
Carolina Forest, nearly 3000 heated sf, specifically designed
for maximum use of space on lots with extremely narrow
lot lines. See these plans online: Bristol, Dartmouth II,
Hanover, Dartmouth.
BRISTOL Model- this home, or slight variation, has sold 3 times
before we’ve even sheetrocked!!! It’s similar to our Dartmouth
home, except the Bristol is being built and loved by any client
trying to achieve maximum square footage at a low price per sf.

“Dartmouth II”

(See opposite page) Prices starting in the low $300’s!

Grande Dunes/Meditteranean style (tile roofs, concrete
paver driveways): $490,000 for 2700 heated sf, open
floor plan, tile shower, granite tops, pool, screencage
over pool. Prices starting in the low $400’s!

Customized
“Capri IV”

“The Caswell”. This is our newest model in Brunswick
County! It incorporates open Family Rooms, great
outdoor living spaces, a finished bonus/bath with lots
of storage. Our last two model homes in
Brunswick County won First Place in the “Parade of
Homes.” We’re hoping the Caswell follows suit.

(see opposite page) Prices starting in the $400’s!

Grande Dunes/Mediterranean style (tile roofs, concrete paver
driveways): Starting at $375,000 in Grande Dunes.
$430,000 for 2100 heated sf, including tile shower, granite
tops, pool, spa, screencage over pool. (Less expensive
versions available without Mediterranean exterior)
“San Pietro” Model- this is the home that placed first in the country
as “Best ICF home.” It’s a higher price point, 4032 heated sf, but
MANY clients are astonished at how much house it is for the
price. With ALL the “Bells and Whistles” including IMPACT
Glass/”Fortified” Rating/Pool/Screencage/Travertine, this home
prices at $950,000. At least 4 versions of it have already been
sold. We’ve also sold scaled down versions of this home starting
in the low $700’s. (See this plan on our website!)

“The Angelo”

The “San Martino”. This home is approximately 2700 heated sf, with large open living plans centered on
a beautiful and spacious outdoor living space that includes an outdoor fireplace. (see opposite page)

Pricing starting in the low $400’s to high $500’s with many options (as shown in the model home)

ALL HOMES CAN BE FINISHED WITH ANY ROOF ,EXTERIOR STYLE OR 2ND FLOORS

“The Bristol”

“The Bristol”

Model Home Under Construction
in Waterbridge

©2012 Bruce A. Carrell

“The Caswell”

Model Home Under
Construction in Brunswick County!

“The Caswell”

©2012 Bruce A. Carrell

“The San Martino” Model Home under Construction
in Grande Dunes!

“The San Martino”
©2012 Bruce A. Carrell

~Renovation Division~

How can we
improve YOUR
home???
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New Space

Carrell Group’s Renovations Division Still Going Strong!
Carrell Group just finished a 2000 sf home addition, and are
now busy constructing three new renovations:
1) A multi-tiered retaining wall on the Intracoastal
Waterway with ICF Building featuring a
Golf Simulator inside
2) Bonus room above a garage with raised deck
and outdoor living spaces
3) Added an ICF exercise room and extra closet space
to a Mediterranean style home.

Does Your Prospective Builder Carry Builder’s Risk Insurance? If not, BEWARE!!!!
For all of our homes under construction, we at the Carrell Group include Builders Risk Insurance for our
homeowners. This protects you from many unexpected events such as, but not limited to: fires, weather, theft,
vandalism, and injuries on the jobsite. Sometimes, Builders will ask homeowners in “Small Print” to find and fund this
insurance on their own. BEWARE- this puts you, the homeowner, at risk and under much undue stress should an
event like this occur. If the homeowner is responsible for acquiring this insurance, then the homeowner is also responsible for all of the legwork and communication with insurance companies post the unexpected event/
catastrophe. Trust us- this is NOT the type of work you, the homeowner, wants to add to your list of things to
do. As your trusted Builder, we protect our clients during the construction process and assume responsibility in dealing with insurance carriers for our clients. If another Builder is not doing this for you, you could be saddled with
many long hours/months/years of insurance haggles, which you could’ve avoided by simply selecting a Builder that
provides Builder’s Risk Insurance coverage during construction. As one example, we once had a home vandalized by
teen arsonists within a few weeks of closing. This was disheartening for everyone involved; however, our insurance
carrier picked up the pieces and solved the problem quickly. Though we try to make sure nothing like this happens, it
is not 100% avoidable. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you use a Builder who protects their clients by
providing Builder’s Risk Insurance.
-Grant DuBose

Carrell Group Wins Best ICF Home in the Country…for the 2nd Time!!!
The Carrell group’s latest model home in Grande Dunes, the “San Pietro” model, was
recently voted “Best Large Residential Home” in the country by ICF (Insulated Concrete
Form) Builder Magazine. Bruce and Sonya Carrell were
invited to Las Vegas to receive
the award for their respective companies (Sonya’s company, Grand Designs, did the
complete interior design package for the winning home).
ICF Builder Magazine annually awards best residential and commercial structures in the
world. They receive submissions from as far as China, so winning first place is no easy task.
Carrell Group is honored that they have won the first place trophy twice. Carrell’s first
winning entry was in 2009 for an 18,000 sf home in Florence, South Carolina.
Carrell is the premiere ICF builder in the Carolinas, having built nearly 100 ICF structures.
Carrell is also a leader in “FORTIFIED” construction, which often incorporates the ICF wall
system. Due to Carrell Group’s headquartered proximity to the Hurricane-privy coastline,
Carrell takes Hurricane Smart construction very seriously. (Please read Bruce’s article on
Hurricanes and the evolution of construction since he started our company). You can
also see our 30 minutes special Feature filmed by Carolina Real Estate on our website at
www.carrellgroup.com).

Carrell Group One of Very Few Builders Building “Fixed Cost” in Georgetown County
Carrell Group is no stranger to Georgetown County. We have built over 175 homes in the golf course communities of
Pawley’s Island, and have one under construction in Heritage Plantation right now. However, Carrell Group is unique to most
Contractors in the Georgetown County area in that Carrell Group builds under “Fixed Cost” Contracts. With rising costs in
construction materials and labor, now is NOT the time for homebuyers to be entering into “Cost Plus” agreements with
Builders. As a prospective buyer, you should not assume the risk and burden of negotiating every cost with each vendor or
trade on your home. First, those vendors and subcontractors will be far less aggressive since a homebuyer is not bringing them
much additional work. Second, your Builder is less motivated to aggressively negotiate because the Buyer (you) is assuming the
burden of being “overbudget.” Third, the Builder is less accountable for an accurate estimate for the FINAL PRICE on your
home because they have no financial “skin in the game.” At Carrell Group, our goal has always been to provide clients with a
turnkey, fixed cost, with no surprises or unrealistic “Allowance” categories. Sometimes, we even eliminate all “Allowance”
categories to make clients more comfortable with their final price. Most of our clients prefer to leave a select few finish
categories as “budgets” or “allowances,” so that they can be heavily involved in selecting final finish colors and other minute
details on items like cabinets, flooring, etc. However, we at Carrell want each of our clients to enter into a contract feeling
extremely comfortable with the arrangement. We will go to all lengths to make that true for you.

Hurricane Season is here again...and so are questions about building stronger homes
For the past few years, The Carrell Group routinely gets requests from local (and even national) television networks to
comment on hurricane resistant construction. Our relationship with the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety
(IBHS), as well as our experience with insulated concrete form construction (“ICF” - about 100 projects now) and “Fortified”
construction techniques have made us the “go to” builder in the Carolinas for information on ways to make your home safer
during storms. (It has also made us the “go to” builder with many prospective clients who are interested in using enhanced
building techniques and products and/or achieved the “Fortified” rating for their new home. We completed a Fortified residence
for Bruce and Sonya about a year and a half ago (our San Pietro model). We use this home to show some specific hurricane
resistant products and building techniques. ICF exterior wall systems are used throughout the home, as well
as impact rated doors and windows. There are additional engineering, tie-downs and other reinforcements
that make this home literally as strong as we know how to build it. If you’d like to see it, just let us know.
Last fall, The Wall Street Journal came calling to ask Bruce some questions about building stronger homes.
We were honored to be quoted in an article on November 2nd, 2012, and a link to that story can be found
on our website. Or if you want to try to type it in...try this…:-)
-Grant DuBose

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203880704578088823307268526.html

“Bruce’s Opinion”… Crawlspace vs. Slab Foundations

I’ve built many homes using both

types of foundations. I’ve lived in homes with both types of foundations. In my recent home and any future home, I will likely
build with a slab foundation. The only benefits that I’ve found with crawlspaces are: 1) that it allows us to use nail-down/
refinishable hardwood. Counterthought- there are so many gorgeous pre-engineered woods out there, many of which are
extremely durable, that I find no visible benefit from using “nail down” over “pre-engineered” products. 2) that I can access
“some” mechanical lines underneath my home if necessary. Counter- I say “some,” because many lines are accessible overhead or
in slabs too. I’ve also never had one problem with any mechanical piping issues in slabs, and I’ve built hundreds like this. If there
ever were an issue, there are many ways to solve a problem, including lines overhead. 3) It makes renovations easier. Counter- we
have done many large renovations, and small trenches in concrete slabs are no more difficult to address than changing a
crawlspace around for the same work.
The negatives that I have found with crawlspaces are primarily related to our region’s high humidity. These days, everyone
“encapsulates” their crawlspace. The reason that they do this is because of many PROBLEMS previous crawlspace owners
experienced with moisture issues beneath their homes. So, this new technology is to solve a problem which I could’ve avoided
using the slab. All of our recent crawlspaces have Encapsulation systems with Dehumidifiers, but this system adds a good deal of
expense to a crawlspace system. In recent average sized homes, we’ve seen crawlspace foundations run $5,000-$15,000 more
expensive than a raised slab home. For me personally, I would just rather spend that money on more visible features in my home.
Since I’m asked this question a lot, it’s simply my opinion from my experience. I want to build the home our client’s want, so if
that includes a crawlspace, we have done and continue to build many like this.
-Bruce

Family Traditions…
Quality and Integrity

In those early days, he also taught
me that what you cannot see in the
finished product is as important,
and perhaps more important... than
what you can see. We never “cut
corners” in our work, and never
will. While some builders offer what
seem to be great prices, the old
adage... “you get what you pay for”
applies in our industry as much as
any other. We don’t charge more
than others for what we do, but we
often include more than our
competition. Quality has a price…
and a value. Integrity and fairness
have a value as well, which is why
Dad also emphasized these
principles. Thank you Dad,
for all the valuable lessons…
on homebuilding and on life.

In our last issue, I wrote about my
Grandfather Bruce, who was my
original inspiration to become a
homebuilder. In this issue, I want
to write about my father, Denny
Carrell, who taught me the “hands
on” skills of carpentry and home
building. While products and
techniques have changed over the
years… many of the concepts that
he learned from his father and then
passed on to me are still in use
today in every home we build at
The Carrell Group. Dad taught me
to “Build it straight... and build it
strong”. Wise words … that I have
never forgotten.

-Bruce

“Two Carrells with Hammers”

Framing my first personal residence -Bloomington, Indiana, 1980

Welcome Emily Seawell!
Meet the newest member of our Grand Designs team...Designer Emily Seawell. Emily is a design graduate of
Eastern Carolina University, and in her short time at Grand Designs has already been busy assisting our
building clients with advice on color, fabric, flooring and interiors. Emily enjoys creating artistic renderings
of window treatments and other design elements in homes, as well as working with clients to help them
create functional and attractive interiors to their home. We are excited to have Emily on our team… and
invite you to contact her for a complimentary consultation!

~Interiors Division~
In our goal to make your building or remodeling experience as easy and
professional as possible, we assist our clients with interior design consultations
and offer outstanding values in interior design products and services!

It is not uncommon for our clients to plan for everything in their home building

Jill Heaton
Designer

experience, EXCEPT the interior furnishing budget (artwork, furniture, window
treatments, wallpaper, etc). We have seen many beautiful homes from the
exterior, and yet seem lacking in professional guidance on the Interior package, or
that there was no budget left for that phase of the process. Often in these cases,
small furniture is incorrectly placed in huge rooms, styles within or between rooms
are inconsistent, walls are bare, and/or small finishing/accent pieces are missing.
All of our Carrell clients receive complimentary (FREE) consultations with
Professional Interior Designers during their Pre-Construction Meetings. We feel
they find great value in this. However, there are many more options available to
our clients as well. Our goal is to help make every home beautiful and livable.
Two of our recent building clients have used extensive services from our Interior
Design team, and couldn’t be happier with their decision. The first, a Grande
Dunes client, developed a rapport during the complimentary meetings. The client
appreciated the Designer’s feedback enough that she flew her to a furniture show
to help buy the homeowner’s complete interior furnishings. The second client, a 2
-time Carrell Renovation Client, originally gave an “idea” picture and budget to
the Designer. After several weeks of research, the Design team presented the Client
with a thorough product list and price that fit within the client’s budget. The client
purchased her interior AND exterior furnishings with Grand Designs. One month
later, the client arrived to find all furniture and furnishings perfectly placed inside
her home. She is ecstatic about her experience. In fact, when she saw the finished
product, her words were: “I love it all! Everything looks like I had it pictured in my

mind. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!”

Many of our clients fear or ignore Interior Design options for one reason:
BUDGET. Often, clients feel Interior Designers will not spend money efficiently,
will blow their budget altogether, or cannot be as competitive as they can find it
on their own. Though it is true that you can probably go to Lowes or Rooms to
Go and buy a couch for a great price, it’s often not as easy to bring an entire house
together with a unified vision. Further, our Designers are up-to-date on many
vendors and products at all price points, and take great pride in their ability to put
together the look and package you want, within your budget parameters. If the
Designer feels the budget isn’t high enough to accomplish what you want to
accomplish, they will be candid yet helpful in trying to help you get as close as
possible. Not only are we competitive with both internet vendors as well as large
furniture retailers in High Point, NC, we offer multiple services that do not, still at
an affordable price. Our priority is helping you implement your vision for your
livable and beautiful home. To do so, we take great pride in listening to our client’s
wish list, and using our vision and training to creatively show clients how to
achieve it at the best budget possible. As you plan building your home, we
strongly encourage you to consider two more ideas: 1) budget for an interior
furnishing package to get the finished look you want and 2) consider using an
Interior Designer, who works with your budget and a multitude of vendors to
make your home 100% of what you dreamed…not 90. Please help us, help you
create the perfect home for you.

CARRELL-LINA Living, Part II:
Fishing Followed By Cooking in a Carrell Group kitchen
As mentioned in our last “Carrell-lina Living” article,
Bruce Carrell (our founder and owner) and his wife,
Sonya (founder and owner of Grand Designs) are the
same type of Baby Boomer “Renaissance Couple,”
Carrell Group builds for along the Carolina coast. We
build for- couples with extended families (both elderly
in-laws and/or young grandchildren), numerous
hobbies, extraordinary talents, and an appreciation of
the casual lifestyle and ambiance in coastal Carolina
living. Couples move to the Carolinas to relax, but not
be lazy. They want to begin their next phase of life, and
usually build their Dream Home around that pursuit.
As a Baby Boomer couple themselves, Bruce and Sonya
work hard in incorporating the smallest details of this
type of living in their homes. They build homes
centered on Outdoor Living with fabulous
entertainment areas; they incorporate mother-in-law
suites and playrooms for the kids; they build
workshops for the handyman and large
Bruce
garages for the car collector. At Carrell
Group, we live and breathe the lifestyles our President
clients envision in living along the Carrelllina coast.
In this month’s edition of Carrell-lina
Living, we want to highlight one easy-toenjoy hobby along the Carolina Coast,
FISHING, and convey how it ties directly
into another hobby we design into our
homes- cooking in gorgeous kitchens to
entertain guests in luxurious outdoor living
spaces!

Grant
Vice President

Project
Managers
Richie Carter
& Mike Cox
Home Designs Around Entertaining
Over the years, Bruce Carrell began designing
and building kitchens around his “hard
knocks” gourmet cooking lessons. Bruce has
been gourmet cooking for nearly 30 years.
If you’ve tasted his food, you can attest to
his culinary acumen. Cooking started as a
fun event to do with his daughters, but
evolved into a true art and passion for him.
As he grew as a cook, he incorporated the
perfect cook’s kitchens into his designs. This
is the fun part for Bruce; he loves to cook
and doesn’t want a kitchen that isn’t built to
do just that. If you visit Bruce’s current
home kitchen, or even recent ones he’s sold,
you’ll see a hodgepodge of appliance vendors
and subtle cabinetry details that uniquely fit
his cooking style. When clients ask, “what
appliances do you like, Bruce,” he often lists
a different manufacturer for each type of appliance. You’ll
also notice TWO dishwashers in many of Bruce’s personal
kitchens; he likes to entertain, but doesn’t like dirty dishes
sitting out!

From Sea to Plate
Many of our Carrell staff members are avid fishermen. In
fact, Mike Cox (one of our project managers shown
above), is still believed to be telepathically linked to fish in
the sea. When he puts a line in the water, fish magically
fight for the chance to get on his hooks. For anyone
fishing with him, it’s just not fair. Bruce is not necessarily
a fisherman at heart, but most of his Carrell team is.

Of course, Bruce can cook fish better than all of the team, so the staff and
Bruce have mutual admiration for each other when it comes to fish- one
catches, the other cooks. In fact, it’s a teamwork effort…like our homes!
Recently, Bruce took our company on two fishing trips. The first was a Deep
Sea Fishing expedition, which is offered daily from our coastal area for visitors
and residents. The team caught HUNDREDS of pounds of fish. Unfortunately
for Bruce, the “team” left all of the raw fish on his front door step with a note,
“cook these.” The second fishing trip was a quick jaunt to the Carolina
mountains, where Bruce and Grant TRIED to learn Fly Fishing. The picturesque
setting for this adventure was perfect but, Grant and Bruce’s fly fishing skills???
Not so much. Nonetheless, whether it’s inland streams or ocean coast, the
Carolinas offer so much versatility in weather and adventure. Bruce and Grant
caught their fair share of trout, and once again, Grant handed the fish to Bruce
and said: “cook these.” As you can see from the final product in the picture
below, Bruce did not disappoint. After both fishing excursions, Bruce, Sonya,
and friends enjoyed several fresh cooked grouper and trout dinners

over-

looking a gorgeous Carrell Group outdoor living space.
The experience of enjoying nature’s adventures in the
Carolinas and then using our Carrell Group Kitchen
and Outdoor Living space, is one many of our clients
are experiencing or NEED TO experience on a daily
basis.

After all, experiences like this are the reason

you’re moving to the Carrell-linas!!!!

-Grant

Carrell Group’s
San Pietro Model Home Kitchen
& Outdoor Living Spaces

Savoring the finished product back
home in Myrtle Beach. Pan-fried fresh
mountain trout, sautéed vegetables, and
crisp white wine. I slept very well that
night…
-Bruce

800-533-2393
843-399-4299
P.O. Box 1169
Little River, SC 29566

843-497-5670
9650-B North Kings Hwy
“The Galleria”
Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
www.granddesignsmb.com

Sales Information:
Carrell Group
Teri Kaufmann

800.533.2393
email: info@carrellgroup.com

Grand Designs

Jill Bagwell/Emily Seawell

843.497.5670

Bruce & Sonya Carrell
“Charting the Course “
for the
Carrell Group
and Grand Desgins

Take a Virtual Tour: We provide virtual 3-D tours of our
plans, both in our office…and ON-LINE for out-of-towners.
For more info on how to set up a tour, call or email us!

Team Member Spotlight:
Dayna Shearer

Visit us at: www.carrellgroup.com

In this issue, we spotlight a team member that
worked for us a few years ago, spent a brief
time away from us, and has now returned.
Dayna Shearer was (and is) one of our best
“Building Partners” (a person on our team
that essentially “holds your hand” during
construction) and we are happy to have her
back on our team. If you work with Dayna,
you’ll find her to be efficient, professional and
a pleasant person to interact with. The
Building Partner role is an added value of
working with the Carrell Group— we like to
take great care of our clients. 
Welcome Back Dayna!

